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gentile constitution was finished. It had been shattered by the division of labor and its
result, the cleavage of society into classes. It was replaced by the state. (Engels
1884/1942:154, emphasis in the original)

The state was now the decisive center of power within the civilized society, the bound-
aries of which were marked by territory, not blood. To secure its defense against foreign ene-
mies and to maintain domestic order, the state compelled its citizens to pay taxes. Yet the
instruments of protection—the armies, police forces, and prisons—served the interests not
of society as a whole, but rather the interests of the dominant economic class. Thus, the state
provided the ruling class with the political means for oppressing and exploiting the subor-
dinate class and ensuring its continued economic dominance. The inevitable communist rev-
olution, however, will bring an end to class struggle as its basis, private property, is
abolished. In turn, the state, whose primary charge is to protect the property rights of the
ruling class, will be rendered obsolete. “The society which organizes production anew on
the basis of free and equal association of the producers will put the whole state machinery
where it will then belong—into the museum of antiquities, next to the spinning wheel and
the bronze ax” (Engels 1884/1942:158).

SOURCE: Marx/Engels Internet Archive.
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THE FAMILY

The Pairing Family

[T]he history of the family in primitive times
consists in the progressive narrowing of the circle,
originally embracing the whole tribe, within which
the two sexes have a common conjugal relation.
The continuous exclusion, first of nearer, then of
more andmore remote relatives, and at last even of
relatives by marriage, ends by making any kind of
group marriage practically impossible. Finally,
there remains only the single, still loosely linked
pair, the molecule with whose dissolution mar-
riage itself ceases.This in itself showswhat a small
part individual sex-love, in themodern sense of the
word, played in the rise ofmonogamy. . . . Whereas
in the earlier forms of the family men never lacked
women, but, on the contrary, had too many rather
than too few, women had now become scarce and
highly sought after. Hence it is with the pairing
marriage that there begins the capture and pur-
chase of women—widespread symptoms, but no
more than symptoms, of the much deeper change
that had occurred. . . .

The pairing family, itself too weak and unsta-
ble to make an independent household neces-
sary or even desirable, in no wise destroys the
communistic household inherited from earlier
times. Communistic housekeeping, however,
means the supremacy of women in the house;
just as the exclusive recognition of the female
parent, owing to the impossibility of recogniz-
ing the male parent with certainty, means that
the women—the mothers—are held in high
respect. One of the most absurd notions taken
over from eighteenth-century enlightenment is
that in the beginning of society woman was the
slave of man. Among all savages and all barbar-
ians of the lower and middle stages, and to a cer-
tain extent of the upper stage also, the position
of women is not only free, but honorable. . . .
The communistic household, in which most or

all of the women belong to one and the same
gens, while the men come from various gentes, is
the material foundation of that supremacy of the
women which was general in primitive
times. . . . The division of labor between the two
sexes is determined by quite other causes than by
the position of woman in society. Among peoples




